Methodology

Objectives

FAANG BRAND PERSONALITIES
Identify which character
archetypes consumers
connect with FAANG brands

Respondents were guided
through a projective exercise to
choose the character that best
represents each of the brands.

We based the characters on classic
archetypes used by screenwriters
and authors, encompassing both
heroes and villains.

Villains

Heroes

Character
Archetypes*

*Source: 45 Master Characters: Mythic Models for Creating Original Characters by Victoria Lynn Schmidt

TECH BRANDS: HEROES AND VILLAINS

POLARIZED PERSONALITIES
Users see technology brands as both a hero AND a villain.

Control

Convenience

THE TRADEOFF OF TRUST
Users believe they must trade off control for the convenience offered by tech platforms.
Intelligence

Personal Data

Convenience is the
intersection of intelligence
and power. Users enjoy
working with platforms that
understand their needs.

Users often feel dependent
on technology platforms,
contributing to a feeling of
powerlessness over how
their data is used.

Fun
Users enjoy interacting with
brands that have a light and
fun personality, creating
feelings of warmth and
goodwill.

User curated
Users appreciate platforms
that they can adapt and
curate to their lives and
unique personalities.

Wasted time
Many users find tech
platforms to be so addictive
and time wasting that they
lose productivity, human
connection, and self-control.

Societal Impact
Some users see tech brands as
contributing to a monopolistic
environment that pushes out
small businesses.

TECH IS AT A CROSSROADS
Tech brands can show users that they don’t have to trade control for convenience.

FACEBOOK: THE SOCIAL SEDUCER

Control
Convenience

MORE CONVENIENCE. LESS CONTROL.
Users feel that Facebook’s services, while valuable, come at the expense of control over
their personal data.

HELPFUL

SMART

Users struggle to distinguish the shiny
exterior with its reputation for
mishandling personal data. Ursula and
Darth Vader represent this feeling.

Many see Facebook as a planning
tool. Spock resonates with the
‘knowledge acquisition’ aspect of
Facebook interactions.

LOVEABLE
Facebook is a tool to connect
with friends and family. Dory and
Phoebe embody the social
sharing that users enjoy.

“I like Facebook, to keep in
touch with people because I
moved from my hometown. I
like using it personally for
happy things, like taking
funny photos and videos to
make people laugh.”

INSIDIOUS

LIVELY

OBNOXIOUS
Several say other users cause trouble,
making rude and inflammatory posts.
Jordan Belfort and Barney Stinson are
seen as having fun at others’ expense.

“The exterior is bright, shiny
happy, beautiful. But it can
turn into something negative
and toxic. People argue, share
political views. It’s not
necessarily a healthy outlet.”

AMAZON: THE ONE STOP SHOP

Control
Convenience

MORE CONVENIENCE. LESS CONTROL.
Users find Amazon’s quick and comprehensive services extremely helpful, but they worry
about the future of small businesses in its wake.

EFFECTIVE

POWERFUL

Amazon is seen as efficient and
fast-growing. Spencer Reid and
Yoda are perceived as masterful
and intuitive.

VARIETY
Dory, like Amazon, has many
‘odds and ends’ that you might
not find anywhere else, keeping
users coming back for more.

“They make things really
simple. I don’t really have to
think much because they’ve
done the hard work already.
The prices are right, shipping
is quick. I have the app, and
all my info is already loaded.”

PREDATORY
Amazon is also considered
responsible for destroying small
businesses and, like Jordan Belfort,
taking advantage of the little guy.

DIVERSE

DOMINATING
No one can compete with Amazon’s
product selection, making it like Darth
Vader’s desire to take over the world and
make it again in his image.

“A lot of businesses have
suffered because of it. There
are drawbacks to having the
kind of convenience that
Amazon offers. What it means
for society as a whole going
forward remains to be seen.”

APPLE: THE MODERN LIFESTYLE

Control
Convenience

MORE CONVENIENCE. LESS CONTROL.
Users feel a sense of brand loyalty towards Apple. However, its aesthetic visuals and modern
hardware are offset by users’ fear of data collection.

RESOURCEFUL

CLEVER

Users sometimes feel that Apple is
taking advantage of them for their
data, like the womanizing Barney
Stinson or the scheming Ursula.

Users view Apple’s easy interface
as empowering and useful.
Seamless integration and
innovation set them apart.

ATTRACTIVE
Apple defines electronic
aesthetics worldwide while
maintaining an exclusive image:
fun and individual, like Dory.

“Everybody has an Apple
phone for a reason. Everyone
knows who they are. Apple
products are very modern;
they pull you in. They are
upscale and enticing.”

MANIPULATIVE

ICONIC

IT’S A TRAP!
Users cite Darth Vader as ‘pulling
people in’ like Apple does, replacing
their products with new ones that
users are obliged to purchase.

“Apple knows everything about me
at this point, and it could throttle
me if it wanted to. Part of it is that
my perspective is construed with a
recent news story, that Apple has
made the old phones run super
slow and forcing someone to
upgrade their phones.”

NETFLIX: THE CHILL OBSESSION

Convenience

Control

BALANCED CONVENIENCE AND CONTROL.
Users feel that Netflix is friendly and approachable, but at the expense of time lost on the
bingeable streaming service.

FREEDOM
Netflix offers users the freedom
to choose from a large catalogue
of media they enjoy, like the free
and lighthearted Dory.

CHOICE

OBSESSION
Like Tyler Durden’s mentally
consuming fight club, too much
of a good thing can make you
lose control.

CHARM
Netflix’s entertaining content and
original programming have the
charm of Phoebe Buffay’s silly
antics and positive personality.

“Netflix provides the ability to
watch TV and movies without
breaking the bank. I have
access to pretty much
anything I can think of. I am in
control of what I’m viewing.”

“It’s easy to get sucked in,
sometimes I think there’s
other things I could have
been doing. I've spent a lot of
time needlessly watching
Netflix when there's better
things to do with my time.”

GOOGLE: THE BENEFICENT BRAIN

Convenience

Control

BALANCED CONVENIENCE AND CONTROL.
Google is an everyday necessity. However, its encyclopedic information does not always
outweigh users fears of data collection.

USEFUL
Google searches are very helpful
and reliable to users. Spock and
Will Hunting have the same deep
analysis users see in Google.

SMART

INTRUSIVE
Users are very wary of Google’s data
analytics and ads. Some users almost
feel as though Google is spying on
them, as Ursula does with Ariel.

DEPENDABLE
Google is seen by some users as
wise and trustworthy at its best.
Like Mr. Miyagi and Wonder
woman, it wants to be good.

“I love it. It's the reason I'm
getting through college, its
the go-to. I use it daily,
probably more than 10 times
a day. It's very reliable, in my
opinion.”

“Google I feel is almost the
same as Facebook: they track
a lot of things. They hold a lot
of cookies when you're
searching. It's tracking your
location. It's evil as well. But I
still use it.”

ABOUT VIVISUM
Vivisum facilitates brand discovery using market
research methodologies and critical thinking processes.
We generate actionable insights that enable companies
to maximize their ROI.
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CONTACT US
We’d love to share more insight into the unique character of your
brand. Email us to set up a call with one of our expert researchers.
Dan.Callahan@vivisumpartners.com
www.vivisumpartners.com

